
Ink Lichen Marigold Pewter Raisin Rustic Saddle Shadow Umber

Juniper Mink Dove Barley Aloe Madder

Chambray Denim Driftwood Dune Earthen Eclipse Eucalyptus HyacinthAlmond

Fire-Rated Commercial Fabric Guide

There are hundreds of colour and fabric options available to our clients when designing fire-rated 
furniture. All fabric options listed are fire-rated to CAL-117 and share the following commonalities: they are 
commercial-grade, durable and tested to a minimum of 80,000 double rubs. 

When searching for CAL TB-133 certification, your designer will guide you on matching fabrics that have 
been burn-tested, with their respective furniture collections. For example, if you select “Tweed” in “Leaf,” 
your designer will pick the colour swatches that were burn-tested with the furniture you choose, and send 
them to you. Your estimate will reflect that combination.

Faux leather fabric is leather-like and soft to the touch. This upholstery is visually striking, with a 
uniform appearance. These collections are stain and ink-resistant. 

This seating fabric is soft and luxurious to the touch. It lends a feel for an application where you may 
want the feel of velveteen, velour or chenille. These fabrics can be napped and are stain-resistant.

Gaur

Eventide Ruby Loganberry

Lock Oatmeal Coyote

Faux Leather Fabrics

Soft Plush & Textured Fabrics
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Elk Lakefront Argent

Canal Rosemary Herb



Tweed fabrics are stain-resistant, with acrylic backing and offer 40 + hours of 
direct UV light protection.

Bran

Denim Mist Light Grey Grey Mid Grey Dark Grey Leaf

Flax Sable Yellow Brick Light Denim Blue Grey

Tweed Fabrics

For more information, or to speak with one of our team members, please visit TrellisContract.com
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These Textured collections have a boucle-like texture, which adds softness and dimension to 
any sofa, chair or upholstered wall. The material offers a clean look. The textiles in this collection 
are also available as a made-to-order pillow.

Quarry

Curl Sigma Riverfront Tacit Amaze Link

Tulle Flute Seesaw Koala Midi

Textured Fabrics
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These Performance and Twill Weave upholstery fabrics are soft to touch, as well as stain-
resistant with an SBR synthetic backing.  These materials exceed 100,000 double rubs.

Performance Twill Weave

Cabernet Camel Charcoal

Flannel French Roast Limestone Acorn

Dark Blue

Amber

Fairway


